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https://www.metmuseum.org/learn/educators/curriculum-resources/art-of-the-islamic-world/unit-one/the-five-pillars-of-islam
https://www.teachingwhilemuslim.org/teacher-blog/2020/4/18/ramadan-considerations-for-teachers-during-distance-learning
https://www.teachingwhilemuslim.org/
https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2013/07/09/200500419/when-does-ramadan-start-its-complicated
https://www.whyislam.org/americanmuslims/ramadanguide/
https://www.teachingwhilemuslim.org/teacher-blog/2020/4/18/ramadan-considerations-for-teachers-during-distance-learning
https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/teaching-about-ramadan-and-eid
https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/assuring-muslim-students-covid19-wont-dim-the-ramadan-lights
https://www.immigrantsrefugeesandschools.org/post/ramadan-distance-learning-insight-from-two-muslim-parents
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gCs7cCkgUItEHGB7UOaQFFSPQ21w_SXh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_ng9rknM9R4-I_0cfXfJMFOlcX1otxbT/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XFNWJ-MvjlfF4s_sGDqzr8dy-JmhW47H/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14uUvaQfDHVGGk3j1fjNGmmHHxWeAqreG/view?usp=sharing
https://metro.co.uk/2020/04/24/ramadan-mubarak-mean-greetings-wish-someone-happy-ramadan-12600895/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ho51YoPNZrViuLxPjiUOt2GIsLXQ9yYE/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BlUTi6W7353iz3NfqBCb00QfxuA_eU-o/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/169adDdTXw_oX0aAQq8B53xV0H3B4AP4a/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TXkcb36Per303i3_q2q0HTH5koTUEjH4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TXkcb36Per303i3_q2q0HTH5koTUEjH4/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TXkcb36Per303i3_q2q0HTH5koTUEjH4/view?usp=sharing


MAYA BERKOWITZ AND AYEHU MILLION PLAY A FUN MATH
GAME IN MS. ROGERS' 4TH GRADE CLASS (HAPPY HOLLOW).

MS. COHEN'S 4TH GRADE CLASS SETTLES INTO DAY 2 OF "ALL IN"! (HAPPY HOLLOW)

MS. ROGERS' 4TH GRADE CLASS IS HARD AT WORK AND HAVING FUN! (HAPPY HOLLOW)

they're !
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Greetings, everyone! I am so excited to share some excellent
news regarding Wayland METCO. Our students have continued
to excel and have taken on leadership roles despite an unusual
year of disruption due to covid-19. I am also giving an important
announcement regarding a room dedication at the high school
in honor of the first Wayland METCO high school graduate, Mr.
Elliott Francis. 

CLAYPIT, HAPPY HOLLOW, LOKER SCHOOLS 

I received news from METCO coordinators, Ms. Downes and Mr.
Cooper regarding their affinity groups. These groups convene
weekly and provide an opportunity for students of color to meet
in small groups. The students in these programs also participate
in leadership and socio-cultural programs, including read-a-
loud activities. Congratulations to these students who have
consistently attended and have earned the honor of best affinity
group attendees! They are listed below:

Faith Anglin, Micah Anglin, Eberechi Anyanwu, Samuela
Anyanwu, Uchechukwu Anyanwu, Redwan Gulet Cali, Maxamed
Gulet Cali, Naomi Cameron, Ta’leah Dixon Deborah Ejims,
Ayehu Million, Melkam Million, Kaleb Nigus, Akram Olatonji,
Ja’von Sanford, Ja’vonah Sanford, Ethan Texeira, Tierry “Trey”
Thezine III, and Freedom Yashaun-Davis.

I’d like to give Ta’leah Dixon double recognition for best affinity
group attendance and for delivering the morning
announcements at Happy Hollow. Congratulations, Ta’Leah!  

I close this section with additional amazing news! Eldridge “EJ”
Taylor (pictured) won a bronze medal for the 200-meter dash
and took 2nd place for the long jump at the Junior Olympics at
Virginia Beach.  

MIDDLE SCHOOL

Ms. Hood and I are pleased to recognize the following students
who performed well academically in the first semester (Quarter 1
and 2). It’s exciting to identify so many students who have been
diligent in their studies. These students are as follows:

Jewel Abalaka (most improved for academic progress), Joah
Bigord, Joel Cabral, Alyssa Durant, Rejoice Ejims, Nyla Hamilton,
Anna Huynh, Braylen Jenkins, Sophia Nguyen, Jayda Ortega,
Karinah Syllien, and Kyliah Syllien.

I am equally excited to share that Jayden Taylor (pictured) won
1st place gold medal at the Junior Olympics for the 60-meter
hurdles at Virginia Beach. And a special acknowledgment to
students who participated in the inaugural METCO Directors’
Association Virtual Youth Conference. There were over 100
middle and high school students from 15 participating METCO
districts. I thank you, Joel Cabral, Kai Drayton, Nyla Hamilton,
and Isaiah Peters for your attendance!

NEWS FROM TONY
LAING, PH.D.
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HIGH SCHOOL 

Fostered inclusiveness through individual or
organizational actions.
Promoted cooperation and participation in their school
and/or community.
Worked to eliminate hate crimes through individual or
group initiatives.
Otherwise acted as a leader to promote unity or diversity
in school or in the wider community.

Mr. Liddell shared additional updates on students’ excellence
that should be highlighted. 

Congrats to Michael Davis-Francis and Favour Ejims who
have been nominated for the Unity Award. This award is
given to 15 juniors in MetroWest who exemplify the goals of
the Alliance for MetroWest Unity. The students who have
been nominated have met the following criteria:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Eldridge "EJ" Taylor Jayden Taylor



Jaison Tucker

HIGH SCHOOL CONT.

I am very proud of the following students who made the
Honor Roll for Quarter 2:

High Honors - 3.5 GPA or higher AND no grades of C- or
lower
Tatiana Almeida
Dahlak Amanuel
Donovan Edwards
Cassandra Silva Cardoso

Honors  3.0 GPA or higher AND no grades of C- or lower
Victor Abalaka
Favour Ejims
Quincy Leary
Miolany Martinez
Odyssey Reyes
Jayden Saint-Felix

The following students showed improvement from Q1 to
Q2. This improvement is reflected in overall GPA not
individual courses.
Tatiana Almeida
Michael Davis-Francis
Donovan Edwards
Jade Gabriel
Sambert Guerrero
Quincy Leary
Cassandra Silva Cardoso
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— Dr. Laing 

The following statement has been placed on a plaque to be
mailed to Mr. Francis. The plaque will be hung in front of the
Trailblazer Room as well.

Trailblazer Room

This space of affinity and friendship is named after MR. ELLIOT
FRANCIS, WHS Class of 1971, the first graduate of the Wayland
METCO Program.

A lifelong trailblazer, Mr. Francis pioneered the complex and
courageous experience of a student in the Wayland METCO
program. He is a native of Dorchester, MA, a graduate of
American International College, and now an award-winning
television, radio and digital journalist who has worked in Boston,
Los Angeles, and Washington, D.C. He is a celebrated and trusted
journalist who has spent his career reporting the news and making
sense of the world using his unique perspective that in many ways
took shape here in Wayland.

We give thanks to Mr. Francis for leading the way for us all and
pay tribute to his determination and inspiration.

Dedicated on January 18, 2021

MORE NEWS FROM METCO

THE EQUITY LENS

I will conclude the news from the high school by making a
special announcement that has been a year in the making
with planning with high school students and staff members. I
am pleased to share that the hard work has come to fruition.
The former Diversity Room where our Boston resident high
school students and Wayland residents gathered for
meetings, social activities, and classes has been renamed in
honor of Wayland METCO’s first graduate, Mr. Elliott
Francis, Class of 1971.

ANNOUNCEMENT



Dear Han-esty Box,
 
Today I had a conversation with an elementary student, who is
Black and resides in Wayland. She was voicing her dismay at being
asked if she is a "Boston kid" by a peer. To quote, she said, "Why do
kids in our school refer to all kids of color as 'Boston Kids?' It's so
offensive. Kids have names you know!" Another student in the
group commented that she thinks it's the older kids that say these
things. My question is how can we as educators, help white
students learn about microaggressions? 

Sincerely,

Black ≠ Boston
Please note: My response focuses on microaggressions (link to definition)
based on race, but they can happen to anyone with membership in a
marginalized community (e.g., sex, gender identity, gender expression,
sexual orientation, religious/faith tradition, socio-economic status,
ability/disability, etc.).

Dear Black ≠ Boston,
Thank you for your question. All students benefit from learning
about microaggressions, including those on the receiving end.
Offering to process the impact, as you did with your student,
communicates care and concern. If a student is willing, you could
offer to help them practice what they might say or do if there is a
next time. This brainstorming process helps to develop a student of
color's sense of agency and control in response to an unexpected
insult, hurtful comment or offense. 

The root of microaggressions. It's hard for children to unlearn
racial messages and stereotypes when racial inequities and
disparities are ubiquitous. Today, 75% have no non-White
friends (source). Think about your childhood neighborhood. Did
most of the people look like you? In the absence of meaningful
cross-racial contact, White children have no firsthand
experiences to counteract stereotypes and negative value
judgements about people of color. Dr. Beverly Daniel Tatum
draws an analogy between racism and smog: "Sometimes it is so
thick it is visible, other times it less apparent, but always, day in
and day out, we are breathing it in." 
       Our racial equity work involves looking at our own racial
biases, reflecting upon the diversity of our social networks, and
providing regular opportunities for our children and us to be in
multicultural environments.
       Maya Angelou encouraged us to, "Do the best you can until
you know better. Then when you know better, do better." Too
often, I have said nothing because I listened to an inner voice:
"Maybe you're overreacting." "What if they get angry?" "You will
embarrass someone." What I "know better" now is that my
silence is a choice to prioritize my comfort (and the offender's)
over the emotional well-being and full humanity of the targeted
student. This awareness motivates me to speak up. Someone
else may have a different call to action. 

Each microaggression is
a toxic raindrop that
falls corrosively over
time on its victim’s well-
being and into learning
environments.

~ Á

Black ≠ Boston cont.

Turn the lens inward. We all have biases; it's impossible not to.
Though it's painful to acknowledge, sometimes we act on
unconscious racial biases. However, Jennifer Eberhardt, a
MacArthur genius grant winner, psychology professor at
Stanford, and author of Biased..., reminds us that: "you don’t
have to have a moral failing to act on an implicit bias." My point:
The ongoing process of turning the lens inward makes us much
better equipped to help students acknowledge and take
responsibility for their behavior.

Being called out. What if we are the ones called out? Breathe.
Breathe again. I say to myself, "They are telling me that what I
just said/did is something offensive that they, and other people
who look like them, have endured for a long time." Depending on
the student and situation, I may ask if they are willing to tell me
more. I always attempt to repair: "Thank you. It’s hard to hear.
And I appreciate that you were honest with me. I am truly sorry
for what I said and that it upset you. I will do better."

Understand the harm of microaggressions. Derald Wing Sue,
professor of counseling psychology at Columbia University,
states: "These incidents may appear small, banal and trivial, but
we're beginning to find they assail the mental health of
recipients" (link). He calls them, "death by a thousand cuts." 

Though one insensitive remark may seem like the equivalent of a
minor cut, the accumulation of these injuries over a person's
lifetime can inflict deep wounds that take a long time to heal.
There's really nothing "micro" about microaggressions.

Recommended Resources:
For examples of common microaggressions: teacher
microaggressions and student microaggressions.

For suggestions on how to intervene: a great list of classroom
interventions and suggested responses. The "DEAR" method 

On harm of racial microaggressions: "Teachers, please learn our
names!"

On racial socialization of White youth: Report from The Samuel
Dubois Cook Center on Social Equity at Duke University.

                         Yours truly,

The Han-esty Box
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https://www.uua.org/files/pdf/m/microaggressions_by_derald_wing_sue_ph.d._.pdf
https://www.pragmaticmom.com/2020/06/teach-kids-about-microaggressions/
https://www.theatlantic.com/national/archive/2014/08/self-segregation-why-its-hard-for-whites-to-understand-ferguson/378928/
http://msan.wceruw.org/conferences/2015-studentConf/Defining%20Racism%20by%20Beverly%20Daniel%20Tatum.pdf
https://www.biography.com/news/maya-angelou-quotes
https://bookshop.org/books/biased-uncovering-the-hidden-prejudice-that-shapes-what-we-see-think-and-do/9780735224957
https://time.com/5558181/jennifer-eberhardt-overcoming-implicit-bias/
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/culturally-speaking/202005/you-ve-committed-microaggression-now-what
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2009/02/microaggression
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/microaggressions-death-by-a-thousand-cuts/
https://www.messiah.edu/download/downloads/id/921/Microaggressions_in_the_Classroom.pdf
https://www.buzzfeed.com/hnigatu/racial-microagressions-you-hear-on-a-daily-basis
https://www.cmu.edu/teaching/designteach/teach/classroomclimate/strategies/microaggression.html
https://ctl.iupui.edu/media/111a5709-28d3-4c85-8514-f525ede6d6d0/gRU9xw/CTLContent/Programs/TA%20Development/8.4.5Microaggressions%20in%20the%20Classroom.pdf
https://pulse.seattlechildrens.org/unraveling-microaggressions/
https://pulse.seattlechildrens.org/unraveling-microaggressions/
https://www.sjsu.edu/people/marcos.pizarro/courses/185/s1/Names
https://socialequity.duke.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Racialethnic-socialization-for-White-youth.pdf
https://socialequity.duke.edu/portfolio-item/racial-ethnic-socialization-for-white-youth-what-we-know-and-future-directions/


Dear Han-esty Box,
 
The other day students suggested that their classmate could be
President one day. One student stated "yes - he'd be a good
President, not like Trump." I responded saying I thought he'd make
a great president since he is so kind and creative. She repeated,
"not like Trump" and kept repeating it. I was aware that our
conversation was being broadcast into every one of their
households. It felt like I needed to make some grand statement, but
I didn't know what to say. How do you handle political
conversations with young children, especially when their main
political reference is someone who is so fiercely fought for or
against? How do I make students feel validated that the hateful
words and actions of a leader are not okay, and also validate those
students who support such a leader?

Sincerely,

Red and Blue

Dear Red and Blue,
I want to acknowledge the dilemma that you expressed in your
letter. Balancing competing goals is like walking a tightrope. Of
course, all students' views and opinions should be welcomed and
heard, and a teacher should intercede when students express
words that target groups of people or violate community and 
and school values (see below) ...yes, even 
when they are made by the President, red
or blue! It's important to help children
understand (in a developmentally
appropriate way) events in the news
that may be confusing or scary for them.
       Caregivers can help by monitoring
younger children's exposure to political
advertisements and unreliable news
sources. See Common Sense Media's list of
reputable news sources here. With older students, engaging
them in conversations about current events and asking about
their opinions and perspectives on topics that matter to them
are worthwhile endeavors. Sadly, too many politicians, social
media influencers, and the general public are recorded behaving
in ways that would not be tolerated on a school playground! 

Mission Statement & Core Values:
T he Children's Way • Claypit Hill •
Happy Hollow • Loker • Middle School • High School

       It is critical that today's students learn how to participate
and engage in civic discourse across the political divide. The viral
spread of false information through social media and the
discrediting of traditional journalism bring even greater urgency
to the development of students' academic and civic skills. These
include, though are not limited to, critical listening and thinking,
detecting bias, separating fact from fiction, evaluating credibility
of sources, and formulating opinions based on sound reasoning
and factual evidence.
       According to the Pew Research Center, currently, "we find
no toehold or common cause or collective national identity." The
share of Democrats and Republicans with a highly negative view 

      Use the conversation to reinforce critical thinking skills.
Invite students to decide whether a comment is a fact or
opinion: "When *Student* said, 'not like Trump', is that a fact or
opinion?" Then, "Can there be more than one opinion?"

 
The Han-esty Box

       
of the opposing party has more than
doubled since 1994" (source). And trust in
public institutions, including schools, 
has eroded. As you mentioned, teaching is
literally on display in students' homes. Unlike
TV news correspondents, actors and politicians, who
chose careers in front of a camera or microphone, teachers
did not, nor do we have packaged scripts, makeup artists or a
director, who can yell, "CUT! Take 6." 
       Expect messiness and lack of closure. No one is beating up
on teachers more than teachers themselves. In addition to the
many challenges brought on by COVID, teachers have also had
to figure out how to talk to classes about Black Lives Matters
protests following George Floyd's murder, Election 2020, the
unprecedented historic challenge to the election results by the
sitting President, an attempt to overtake the Capitol, and the
rise in anti-Asian hate. It's messy. A few specific suggestions:
       Ask for clarification. What do you imagine is the worst thing
that could have happened if you said to your "not like Trump"
student, "I'm not sure I know what you  mean. Can you explain?"
You can validate a factual statement: "I can understand why
you're upset that the President called COVID-19, 'kung flu.'" You
can correct a factually incorrect statement: "Hmm..do you
remember where you heard that? I'll check to be sure, but I'm
pretty sure that the President did not say..." 
       Refer back to the core values of your classroom, school or
country. Examples: Re. classroom: "In our class, it's okay to
disagree. Remember that it's okay if a classmate has a different

 opinion. We can still be friends and good 
 classmates." Re. school: "One of our
 school's values is that everyone feels safe 
 and belongs. That means that we respect 
 that people can have really strong 
 opinions that are different. When we 
 respect that some families support the 
 President, and some do not, that helps 
 everyone to feel like they belong." 
Re. country: "Did you know that the first

words in the U.S. Constitution are, 'we the people'?" [based on
grade: to whom does the "we" refer?] "In the U.S., every person is
guaranteed equal rights. So when you are 18 years old, you will
have a chance to vote for the candidates that you think will be
the best leaders."

       Words matter. Protect students with marginalized
identities. Children learn from a very young age that when they
say certain words, adults express disapproval. In the classroom,
when a student's political opinion unintentionally targets
students in a marginalized group, our priority in that moment is
to protect those students. Please remember that a teacher's
non-response or correction to a comment that blames, shames
or attacks a student or group of people, is likely to be
interpreted as assent. 
       Please keep the doors of political discourse open. Students
need spaces where they can learn how to productively discuss
political topics that matter to them. I have confidence that you
have created space in your class for the red and the blue!

Sincerely,

THE EQUITY LENS
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https://www.commonsense.org/education/top-picks/most-reliable-and-credible-sources-for-students
https://tcw.wayland.k12.ma.us/about_us/about_t_c_w
https://wch.wayland.k12.ma.us/UserFiles/Servers/Server_1037108/File/create.mission.vision.pdf
https://whh.wayland.k12.ma.us/about_us#:~:text=CORE%20Values%20and%20Mission%20Statement&text=We%20are%20friendly%20and%20cooperative,learn%20and%20strive%20for%20excellence.
https://wls.wayland.k12.ma.us/about_us/core_values
https://wms.wayland.k12.ma.us/about_us/bert____mission_statement
https://whs.wayland.k12.ma.us/about_us/mission_statement
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2020/11/13/america-is-exceptional-in-the-nature-of-its-political-divide/
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2014/06/12/political-polarization-in-the-american-public/
https://medium.com/currency-waves/a-half-centurys-erosion-of-trust-427760fe84e9
https://medium.com/currency-waves/a-half-centurys-erosion-of-trust-427760fe84e9


Hi Mr. Delaney!

I just wanted to say a quick thank you for taking class time
today to address the recent shootings in Atlanta as well 
as the alarming spike in anti-Asian hate  crimes. I've been
having a hard time processing everything that our Asian
community is facing— racial slurs, getting called 'chinese
virus', being told to 'go back to china', the vandalization of
stores, physical attacks on elders, the shootings— and after
seeing hate crime after hate crime in my social media feeds,
I noticed that I've been feeling more and more paranoid and
on edge as time goes on. It's also frustrating for me that
many big news companies just aren't covering the majority
of violent hate crimes against Asian Americans, and it
makes me feel as if the hurt of the Asian community isn't
worth people's attention. I hope that the tragedy in Atlanta
is a catalyst that can open more people's eyes to the reality
of our country right now and can call more people to action
to stand up for each other and for the Asian American
community who isn't always willing to speak out for
themselves. Discussing the tragic event in class today was a
little difficult for me to sit through because I've been so
exhausted from being on edge and didn't fully realize how
much I've been impacted by the increase in anti-Asian hate
crimes, but today's class meant a lot to me, and I'm really
grateful we were able to have the conversation as a class. I
think it's so important to shed light on this second virus of
racism that is really showing itself throughout our country.
Thank you for leading the discussion and for
acknowledging the need for help and support from white
allies! I really appreciate it.

Sincerely,
Nina Lei 

A letter home from
Happy Hollow teacher,
Lisa Weig

Letter has been edited for length. 

Hi Room 2 Families,

I hope you've had a chance to read
Dr. O'Reilly's message respectfully
requesting that you speak with your
child or children about the rise of
Asian American hate and violence in our country.
       Last week I read 2 books, A Kids Book About Racism, by
Jelani Memory and Speak Up by Miranda Paul. We explored
ways that we can use our voices to stand up for people
when we see or hear something that is racist, unkind,
untrue, and/or unfair. Though they can be difficult
conversations with first graders, kids had some deep and
thoughtful ideas to share. I told them that so many people
could learn from their ideas and that others could follow
their examples of inclusion, kindness, and empathy. One
first grader asked, "Do you think that first graders are
sometimes smarter than adults Ms. Weig?" I shared that
they have such warmth, kindness, strength, and bravery to
share with the world and can see things so clearly,
determining what is fair, just and right, and they often have
very thoughtful, concrete ideas about standing up for fellow
human beings. We all can certainly learn from their ideas. 
       Our Diversity and Equity Coordinator, Caroline Han,
gave some helpful suggestions to teachers in beginning
conversations with K-5 students. [We had] conversations
about Asians and Asian Americans who have been targeted
because of their race; we did not talk about the specific
events in Atlanta. We did talk about ways that we can speak
up and stand up for people when people are excluded or
treated badly because of their race. 
       I also wanted to read several books that celebrated
differences. I shared Drawn Together, read aloud by author
Minh Le and Eyes That Kiss In the Corners, read aloud by
author Joanna Ho. After the story was over, one student
shared, "I think that book is teaching us to be who we are
even if we are different." She was spot on. We focused on
celebrating and sharing our differences with our
classmates, our schoolmates, and the world around us. We
spoke about self love, self appreciation, and helping others
to feel safe, heard, understood and supported. 
       I'm so appreciative that so many adults are available to
support our community. 

Lise Weig is in her 27th year in Wayland. She teaches 1st
grade at Happy Hollow.

I think that book is
teaching us to be
who we are even if
we are different.

                   ~1st grader
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Nina is a junior at
Wayland High School.

Kevin Delaney has taught
Social Studies in Wayland for
29 years and has served as
Department Head for 21 years.

Click on the photo to listen to Happy Hollow
principal Dr. Tricia O'Reilly read Eyes that Kiss in
the Corners.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LnaltG5N8nE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2PscPxlb8g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9o_4YUF-vw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9o_4YUF-vw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFz0wktGr2k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VFz0wktGr2k
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/iNo6WsBOHeDmxcjzXQVNionNj_A-CxgQ_Th7t7K52G5vg7901dBE6-2013u7facBmG42tBm7Kgi7XLI.dJ5etNKijJO7j_A1?startTime=1616975996000&_x_zm_rtaid=DwVfg-iKRhe_jmuIP0Ktbw.1617047256175.930ed11270e8195068b3a58b6963470c&_x_zm_rhtaid=624


Letters have been edited for length. 

From Dr. Tricia O'Reilly, Happy Hollow Principal

If you haven’t yet spoken to your child(ren) about the rise in
Asian and Asian American hate and violence in our country, I am
respectfully asking that you do. We know that very young
children have awareness of the similarities and differences in race
and culture and that beginning these important conversations
when children are young helps create an environment where they
are comfortable asking questions and voicing concerns.

As with most complex topics, approaching the discussion of race
and culture in developmentally appropriate ways is essential. I am
not suggesting that the shootings in Atlanta are appropriate
conversations for young children; but targeting someone because
of how they look or act is something every school age child
understands. 

At Happy Hollow, we will also be having these conversations in
our classrooms. We do so because we know that it is our
responsibility to tell our students who identify as Asian and
Asian-American that we see them, we care about them and that
they are safe here. Children only learn when they feel safe. We
also have these difficult conversations because ALL our students,
no matter how they identify racially or culturally, deserve to know
that everyone at Happy Hollow is valued. They deserve to see
what it looks like, sounds like and feels like to speak up against
injustice. 
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From Dr. Christie Harvey, Claypit Hill Principal

Since the start of the pandemic, the Asian and Asian-American
community have become increasingly vulnerable to mistruths and
prejudices that have sometimes made them the target of violent
words or actions. Hateful phrases, such as “Go back to your
country,” make me feel worried for our young Cubs, and I want
to help protect them from any harm.  

Please talk to your children about anti-Asian racism and prejudice
during the pandemic and the importance of not making
assumptions about people based on their appearance. Young
children are very interested in fairness, and they want to make
sure that others are not mistreated. Our teachers are having these
conversations in classrooms, and I urge you to take opportunities
to engage in conversations about race and culture at home. Let’s
help our Cubs learn how to stand up against all forms of
discrimination.

From Brian Jones, Loker School Principal

This hate towards Asian-Americans became incredibly personal
for my family last spring. My wife's family is of Chinese descent
though she has only lived in the United States during her life. This
past May, it was a beautiful sunny day, and my wife and 5-year
old son decided to walk to his school. On their way to school, a
car pulled up alongside them and a man from inside the car,
yelled, "Go back to your country", and sped away. My wife had to
explain to my 5 year-old son that there are a lot of people who
don't like people who look like us because they think we caused
the virus while reinforcing that the United States is our country. If
this incident can happen in Needham, it can certainly happen in
Wayland. 

At Loker School, we will continue to be vigilant and proactive in
preventing the discrimination against Asian Americans and all
other ethnicities and races. Conversations have and will continue
to occur in the classroom on this topic as our children need to be
made aware that there is hate going on in this country

I am urging families to speak with their children about this hate
towards Asian-Americans....Our hope is that children will speak
up when they see something that is disrespectful and
discriminatory towards Asian-American children and they will
remove themselves and not be part of "jokes" intended to demean
or humiliate Asian-Americans.
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A RALLY AGAINST ANTI-ASIAN RACISM IN SOUTHBOROUGH ON
3/21/21.                                                   PHOTO CREDIT: CAROLINE HAN



From Dr. Arthur Unobskey, Superintendent
and Caroline Han, D&E Coordinator

On behalf of the entire Wayland Public School staff, we want to
convey our deep sorrow and support for our Asian American
families and students in our school community in the wake of the
tragic murders at three massage parlors in Atlanta last night. This
mass shooting is the most recent incident in a pattern of increased
verbal and physical attacks against Asian Americans in the past year. 

On January 27, the Wayland School Committee voted unanimously
to adopt a districtwide anti-racism resolution proposed by the
Administrative Council: “This resolution affirms the district’s
collective responsibility, across all human differences, to create a
school community where the oppressed are heard and treated with
the same care and respect as those who are not oppressed.” At this
time, we are reminded of our individual and collective responsibility
to name and condemn racist attacks and violence. Making the
“invisible, visible” happens in our classrooms, homes, community
organizations and social groups. It is essential that our Asian
American students hear the adults in their lives condemn attacks
against people who look like them, and it is important for all of our
students to be made aware of these ongoing attacks.  

Therefore, we ask you, as caregivers, to learn about and then discuss
anti-Asian attacks during COVID-19 with our students with
developmentally appropriate language. As a District, we have
developed and provided additional resources (see left).

Dear WHS students:

In just over a month, we will come together for the first time in over
a year as a whole school. We will be together again. In the midst of
the “twin pandemics” of COVID-19 and racism -- both of which
threaten the lives of individuals across the globe -- being together
will require our fervent and visible commitment to anti-racism and
anti-hate.

This week’s fatal shootings in Atlanta of eight people, six of whom
were women of Asian descent, tragically reminds us of the rising
prevalence of hate in our society. Anti-Asian racism in particular has
increased in horrifying ways: according to the Stop AAPI Hate
National Report, nearly 3,800 hate incidents targeting Asian
Americans have been reported since last March, which is likely a
fraction of the actual incidents. 

As we turn our attention to returning to school full-time, we want to
be very clear about where we stand: We are an anti-racist school. We
do not tolerate words and acts of hate, and we honor every identity.
With the recent tragedy in Atlanta, combined with the unprecedented
acts of violence and hate towards people from marginalized
communities, let us reaffirm our dedication to a WHS community
where we respect all and rebuke hate. 

Please feel free to reach out to any of us with your thoughts and
questions. In the meantime, take good care of yourselves and each
other.

From Betsy Gavron, Wayland Middle School Principal

Another set of deeply disturbing headlines hit the newsfeed this
morning, alerting us to the tragic mass shootings at three massage
parlors in Atlanta. Alongside my sadness, the killing of a group of
Asian Americans leads me to worry about the fear this assault may
generate or exacerbate for the Asian and Asian American students
and families in our school community.  We have seen an upsetting
pattern of racist attacks throughout the United States towards Asian
American and Pacific Islanders (AAPI) and within a larger global
context. Many families grow more and more worried about the
potential of their children encountering xenophobic verbal or
physical attacks at school, especially with the return to all in-person
learning in April.

To support our middle school students who identify as Asian or
Asian American, Caroline Han, Wayland’s Diversity and Equity
Coordinator, will offer two optional drop-in affinity group* sessions.
The purpose of the drop-in sessions is to allow students of Asian
ancestry, including those with multiracial identities, a dedicated time
and space to come together.

Working to help students feel safe and navigate the identity work of
adolescence is an ongoing challenge staff at Wayland Middle School
embrace. We do this in the context of health and racial pandemics. 
 In doing so, we rely on your insights and knowledge of what your
students need to navigate this complex work. Please do not hesitate
to reach out to me or your child’s guidance counselor as well, if you
feel your child needs additional support.

THE EQUITY LENS
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From Dr. Mizoguchi,
Ms. Cole
& Mr. Gass, 
Wayland High School

WPS Workshop for Families on Anti-Asian Racism,
November 16, 2020
Grades K-5:  3 Parts: 1 2 3
Grades 6-12 Workshop for WPS Families:  Part 1 of 1

WPS Anti-Asian Resources for Educators, Members
of the AAPI Community & Allies  by Caroline Han

Anti-Asian Racism Resources

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ItflJbnjI_-p4vCCly3cEvxNQXxifGrX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fnftdjUfrompMfTH9nTH6H_gLhSVREY_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1H7NoxZKqys2ZYV8w71lTXkJn3yKKSIRO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UgOXzbnegl_lfdqccXhUciNY59RoryeQ/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MBj1UAp9VFkCa7x2MjKY2YJOZYTxjXAB8EAXuySPrt4/edit?usp=sharing


The D&E Coordinator
held two drop-in
sessions for Middle
School students on 3/18
and 3/23/21. 

The D&E Coordinator offered an optional drop-in
session on 3/19/21 to process the Atlanta tragedy.
Any WHS AAPI student interested in attending the
next affinity group meeting, please e-mail
caroline_han@waylandps.org or senior
victoria_andreasen@student.waylandps.org. 

It's been ahard coupleof days.

One of my teachers
said something
about Atlanta in
class. I really
appreciated it.

I feel like

I have to

watch my

surroundings

more now.

Affinity Group
Sessions for AAPI
Middle and High
School Students 

Background. Race-based affinity groups
provide an opportunity for students of
color to talk about how their racial
identity, and the ways that others
ascribe meaning to it, affect their
experiences in school. Abundant
research has shown that students of
color in predominantly White schools
experience social isolation along with
racial and social invisibility (Thompson
and Schultz). During affinity group time,
students can shed the burden of code-
switching and feel a sense of belonging
to a community with a common bond
and similar experiences.

THE EQUITY LENS
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Nobody se
ems to

 ca
re

about w
hat's 

happening to

Asia
n Americ

ans. N
o one

lik
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eshares m

y posts

(so
cia

l m
edia). 

Feeling...
Afraid
Confused
Not surprised
Clueless
Frustrated
Anxious
Apprehensive
Upset
Annoyed
Scared

I'm afraid
to leave my

house.
I'm afraid

for my
grandparents.

I'm confused

that most of my

teachers haven't said

anything
about it.

There were jokes [inschool] about Asians andCOVID last year. I ignoredthem. But now elders aregetting beaten and killed.And now Atlanta. It's at awhole different level. Kind of frightening.

Voices of Asian American Students

Note: These are not direct quotes. However, they capture the
essence of individual comments as well as themes from the
three sessions. Requests from students who did not want their
names/photos published were honored.

http://waylandps.org/
http://student.waylandps.org/
https://bbk12e1-cdn.myschoolcdn.com/ftpimages/163/misc/misc_187905.pdf
https://www.npr.org/sections/codeswitch/2013/04/13/177126294/five-reasons-why-people-code-switch
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Please note: This is a portion of a poem that Isabelle
wrote about being Asian American. The poem won a
gold key at the Scholastic Writing Awards this year.
Congratulations, Isabelle!

To read the poem in its entirety, please go to  this link.

"A Cry for Acknowledgement of All Us Asian Americans"

by Isabelle Rideout

There is no place for Asian Americans
to talk to each other and form their identities 
And they see themselves so little 
in the media 
in their curriculum 
in their teachers 
in their idols 
that they often end up thinking of themselves 
as white 
They drop the “Asian” 
They drop their parents and/or grandparents stories of sacrifice and hard work 
They drop amazing cultural legacies that they were never told of 
They drop who they really are 
Even though they can never drop 
the way they are seen 
stereotypes and microaggressions 
high expectations (parents, people, themselves) 
and become just 
“American”  

Isabelle Rideout is a 9th grade student at Wayland High School. 

PHOTO COURTESY OF ISABELLE RIDEOUT

http://omeka.library.tufts.edu/exhibits/show/2021scholasticgoldkeywriting/item/3086
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Jonathan Zhang, Class of 2022, is a copy editor for
WSPN. He plays tennis for Wayland High School.
Click on his photo to read more of his columns that
appear on WSPN.

This article is reprinted with the author's permission. I would like
to thank Jonathan for allowing his piece to appear in this special
issue of The Equity Lens. It takes courage and skill to write such a
personal and vulnerable piece and then be willing to have it reach
a wider audience of teachers, parents/guardians and community
members. Thanks again, Jonathan.

https://waylandstudentpress.com/staff_name/jonathan-zhang/
https://waylandstudentpress.com/94072/opinion/abc-an-average-asian/


Exhibit A: Ms. Moquin's 5th Grade Cohort A -
Claypit

Boston Krème reports that Ms. Moquin's class is reading Heart and
Soul, by Kadir Nelson (Nabrey holds the book, see photo). This book
read earns a        . The story centers the voices of African Americans,
their history and shows their personal power, full humanity and
achievements in the face of racial injustice and oppression. It's also an
"Own Voices" book.

Samples of Kadir Nelson's artwork appears below. Here's a great
interview that he did for Fold Magazine.

From the desk of:

"Boston Krème"

 

 

The Equity Lens'

#1 Canine Detective

For immediate release: 

Teachers & students caught flexing

their equity moves!

NABREY BONDS AND MALAI DUPONT ARE
"HEART AND SOUL!" 

VIDEO! CLICK ON PLAY BUTTON. COHORT A BUSTS
OUT THE DANCE MOVES WITH METCO
COORDINATOR MS. DOWNES AND MS. HAN!

WORKS BY KADIR NELSON
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https://www.kadirnelson.com/
https://seattle.bibliocommons.com/list/share/628692720/1259856807
https://www.foldmagazine.com/kadir-nelson-illustration
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r_YQgMCCTrvBY5xX8IqIismM7XT8Dkag/view?usp=sharing


  BY TESS HEILMAN GRADE 12

I really felt an
importance to feature
Black artists, especially
in the turbulent time
that we were in, and to
celebrate Black artists,
because Black artists do
matter.

Joe Oneschuk
WHS Band Director

 
Credit: Isabella Ciasullo "Composing

for Change: Fine arts offers Black
Artists Matter masterclasses." WSPN

MASTERCLASS WITH AKROBATIK

MASTERCLASS WITH LYNNE ROSENBERG
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Band teacher Joe Oneschuk and chorus

teacher Rachel Carroll have introduced

their classes to accomplished BIPOC

performers (see left!). I say that this

"masterclass" series is a "masterful" idea.

Two paws up! 

From the desk of:

"Boston Krème"

 

 

The Equity Lens'

#1 Canine Detective

http://www.violashe.com/
https://www.jasonmaxferdinandsingers.com/
https://akrobatikmc.bandcamp.com/
https://lynnemarierosenberg.com/
https://esp41pe.eschoolplus.powerschool.com/eSchoolPLUS/Student/Registration/ContactDetail?studentId=3121%20%20%20%20%20%20&ContactPageMode=Address&PageEditMode=Modify&ContactEditMode=Modify
https://waylandstudentpress.com/93729/ae/composing-for-change-fine-arts-offers-black-artists-matter-masterclasses/
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cont. on next page

IN-TEXT HYPERLINKS ARE NOT ACTIVE.
PLEASE SEE RESOURCES AT END OF ARTICLE.

FOR A LESS BLURRY COPY OF THIS ARTICLE,
PLEASE SEE THIS LINK.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q9_jN9vv2lf6aAmWb9Kw5PNBCmkKw5liLhQKZvPAKUc/edit?usp=sharing
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cont. on next page

(cont. from previous page)

IN-TEXT HYPERLINKS ARE NOT ACTIVE.
PLEASE SEE RESOURCES AT END OF ARTICLE.

FOR A LESS BLURRY COPY OF THIS ARTICLE,
PLEASE SEE THIS LINK.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q9_jN9vv2lf6aAmWb9Kw5PNBCmkKw5liLhQKZvPAKUc/edit?usp=sharing
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(cont. from previous page)

Hyperlinks:
P15: "the problematic achievement..."
P15: "contact me"
P15: "Zaretta Hammond"
P15: "this article"
P15: "the Mindful Reflection Protocol"
P16: "explains"

IN-TEXT HYPERLINKS ARE NOT ACTIVE.
PLEASE SEE RESOURCES AT END OF ARTICLE.

FOR A LESS BLURRY COPY OF THIS ARTICLE,
PLEASE SEE THIS LINK.

https://www.wbur.org/onpoint/2019/09/09/achievement-gap-opportunity-education-schools-students-teachers
http://waylandps.org/
https://www.edweek.org/teaching-learning/opinion-culturally-responsive-teaching-an-interview-with-zaretta-hammond/2015/07
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/116015/chapters/The-Key-Benefits-of-Choice.aspx
https://crtandthebrain.com/wp-content/uploads/Protocol-for-Checking-Unconscious-Bias.pdf
https://www.edweek.org/teaching-learning/opinion-culturally-responsive-teaching-an-interview-with-zaretta-hammond/2015/07
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q9_jN9vv2lf6aAmWb9Kw5PNBCmkKw5liLhQKZvPAKUc/edit?usp=sharing


AN AFFINITY GROUP FOR STAFF OF COLOR BEGAN MEETING LAST SPRING. THE GROUP HAS
STARTED TO MEET MONTHLY. WE HAVE ENJOYED GETTING TO KNOW COLLEAGUES
ACROSS THE DISTRICT! 

MS. HAN SURPRISED MS. M
ORRISON'S COHORT A CLASS AS

THE MYSTERY READER OF THE DAY! W
E READ A BOOK

CALLED, "YOU ARE WORTHY." WE TALKED ABOUT WHAT

IT MEANS TO FEEL WORTHY. THEY CAME UP WITH GREAT

EXAMPLES!

MS. HAN READ "INTERSECTION ALLIES" TO MS. MULLIN'S (CLAYPIT HILL) COHORTS A & B. WE
DISCUSSED THE IMPORTANCE OF ACKNOWLEDGING AND RESPECTING DIFFERENCES. STUDENTS
COMMENTED THAT SOMETIMES YOU MAY THINK YOU DON'T HAVE ANYTHING IN COMMON WITH
SOMEONE WHO LOOKS DIFFERENT THAN YOU, BUT THEN YOU GET TO KNOW THEM AND FIND OUT THAT
YOU DO! :)  

K-12 teachers: Would you
like a classroom visit?
Please e-mail me!

Monthly D&E Community
Conversations You're invited!
4/27, 5/18, 6/15 - 7:30-9 PM. Open to
WPS families and staff. E-mail Caroline
Han if interested in attending a session.
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http://waylandps.org/
http://waylandps.org/
http://waylandps.org/
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There are so many ways that we
show kindness, recognition and
appreciation to one another on a
regular basis. At the start of every
faculty meeting at the Middle School,
staff have an opportunity to "give a
flower" to a colleague as a gesture of
appreciation or recognition. In daily or
weekly memos, principals extend
genuine thanks to their faculty and
staff.

On any given day in the district, staff celebrate personal
milestones, surprise someone with flowers to say, "thanks," pop
their head into a colleague's classroom to say, "good morning,"
remember to ask about a sick family member, actively listen to a
colleague, etc.
       "Staff Shout-outs" offers just one more way -- through peer-
to-peer recognition -- to support each other through what has
been for most educators, a physically, emotionally and mentally
taxing year. We go out of our ways to make sure students feel
seen and appreciated. What if we asked ourselves individually:
What small act can I do today to show a colleague that I see
them and appreciate them? What small act can I do today to
show myself the kindness, recognition and appreciation that I
deserve?

Emeliza Ciavarro (Loker). The way she has handled the
specific challenges of her class with the ever-present Covid
cloud looming over our heads is nothing short of heroic.

(Clockwise from top left corner):

Mike Kotin (MS): Whether he is whistling down the hall or just
giving greetings, Mike lifts up everyone with his cheerful
attitude. He shares his gratitude for his colleagues. I am
grateful to work with him!

Lynne Cribben (HH): Thank you for all of your help in the
library!

Emily von der Heyde (Claypit): Every morning Emily
cheerfully greets every student as they come into school. And
not just her students, I mean EVERY student. She remembers
their birthdays, pets' names, their siblings. I am completely in
awe that she knows them in such a personal and heartfelt
way. I am lucky to be witness to her warmth!

Meghan Sullivan (Claypit): Meghan is a model of tenacity
when it comes to advocating for students. She goes the extra
mile to make things happen so that they have access to the
curriculum. Her collaboration with colleagues and support for
students is a model for us all.

(cont. on next page)
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(cont. from previous page):

Meridith Palmer and Meghan Sullivan (Claypit): Thank you for being so
supportive!  I feel so fortunate to be sharing a space with both of you! 

Heather Leonard (Happy Hollow): Heather, thanks for always pitching in
to help. It is always appreciated.

Tricia O'Reilly (Happy Hollow): Thank you for always being so calm,
cool, and collected. (Even if you're faking it!)

Alayna Coates (MS): Alayna is always keeping issues of equity on the
front burner. She shares helpful DEI articles with staff and incorporates
engaging readings focused on social justice into her reading and writing
classes. I appreciate her unwavering dedication to the work. 

METCO Staff: Thank you to my METCO staff for your continuous
dedication to our students. Your tireless work with, and on behalf of
students, does not go unnoticed. Our students and the district are very
fortunate to have such an amazing team.

Please see collage (right): begins at top left corner, goes clockwise.

Laura Evers (Claypit): Laura stepped up to support me, a new LTS
reading specialist. She organized the schedule for our new K groups,
sharing their data and looping us into conversations about personalities,
literacy needs, and teacher feedback. She shares her space and
resources openly and is positive and proactive about serving students in
need. I look forward to our collaboration time. Thank you, Laura!

Gisele Kouka (Claypit): Every year, Gisele assists me in my class and
always goes above and beyond. She quietly enters my classroom,
corrects any papers in the finished work bin, copies any worksheets that
need to be copied, and helps students with anything they are working on.
I truly appreciate Gisele and all she does for the students and me!!

Latoya Downes (Claypit): Latoya is the ultimate team player. She does
so much behind the scenes that goes unnoticed inside and outside of
school. She is such a resource and great support system! Latoya for
President even though she would respectfully decline. =}

Administrative Assistants (K-12): Our administrative assistants have
had many, many more tasks put on their plates this year. We appreciate
all you are doing for our students and for the teachers. You are amazing!!

WRAP teachers (K-12): I'd like to give a shout-out to all of our WRAP
teachers. Many times they are forgotten and under-appreciated. We know
how hard you are all working and truly appreciate you! You all rock!!
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A note from Amy Pohl Music Teacher: This is a song about hope, peace,
and love that 3rd, 4th, and 5th grade students learned in zoom music
class this year. Given the challenge of the times we are living in, this
song's message of hope and peace seemed to fit what we were feeling.
Anyone who wanted to was invited to make a video. 

 
"We All Need Peace"

by Karl Hitzmann

We all need love, so we can fill the world with hope.
We all need hope, so we can build a lasting peace.
We all need peace, to keep our dreams alive.
We all need peace, to make our planet thrive.
We need to sing, so that the world can hear our song.
We need a song, so that the world can sing along.
Our song will spread its message loud and clear.
Our song will spread to people far and near.
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https://easyvirtualchoir.com/song/18549

